Circumstances caused us to take last year out, choosing in place of a festival week to have a few
more events in Gulliver’s bookshop spread across the year - which were well received and fun
- but this year sees the return of the festival in its annual form (incidentally we like to refer to it
as WiLF) - a week and a little more of great literary events in host venues throughout the town
and often a little further afield, this year namely the Eight Arch Brewery 3a, Stone Lane Industrial
Estate!
Our ethos remains unchanged and that is to bring Wimborne an eclectic, informative and
expanding programme of authors, poets, workshops and events during the day plus a growing
evening programme.
In our favour is the wonderful, historic town of Wimborne which lends itself so well to such an
affair; compactly atmospheric - and little changed since it was home to Thomas Hardy and his wife
Emma (and who knows, if legends are correct, also used by Dickens for Snodgrass and Wardle of
Pickwick Papers, during his Boz period) it is the perfect location.
Wimborne is also synonymous for good eating places - and sustenance is of great importance;
therefore most events are planned to give us just enough time for a quick break or a midday lunch
in one of our many venues - and maybe to do a little shopping before walking to the next event.
The Festival this year is in support of our town centre Library and would not be possible
without the enthusiasm and help of all the host venues and their staff, the festival volunteer
staff, the sponsors, the speakers, authors, poets, comedians, illustrators, bookbinders, scientists,
mathematicians, storytellers, re-enactors, historians, and musicians and the goodwill of so many
wholehearted people, patrons and guests.... all simply willing it to succeed.
Thank you also to sponsors, funders and host venues of the 2016 Wimborne Literary Festival;
Gulliver’s Bookshop; Allendale House - East Dorset Heritage Trust; The Allendale Community
Centre; Deans Court; Waitrose; The Eight Arch Brewery; The Methodist Church Hall; the Library and
Radio Wimborne.
My apologies if I have forgotten anyone on paper.
Malcolm Angel
TICKETS for all events (apart from the Mizar Planetarium, see event details) available from Gulliver’s Bookshop, 47
High Street, Wimborne, BH21 1HS, open Monday to Saturday, 9 am - 5.30 pm, and from Westbourne Bookshop, 65
Poole Rd Bournemouth, BH4 9BA open Monday to Saturday 9.30 am – 5.30 pm.
For Gulliver’s Bookshop - Email for tickets on: info@gulliversbookshop.co.uk or Tel: 01202 882677
For Westbourne Bookshop – Email for tickets on: books@westbournebookshop.co.uk or Tel: 01202 768626
www.wimborneliteraryfestival.co.uk
Whilst every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of the information in this programme, events may change
due to circumstances beyond our control
This festival is organised and sponsored by Gulliver’s Bookshop, Wimborne and our sister bookshop, Westbourne
Bookshop, Bournemouth and is run by volunteers.
We are proud to be associated with Wimborne’s voluntary run radio station - Radio Wimborne

Gulliver’s Bookshop and Westbourne Bookshop
Winner, Caboodle (National book Tokens) UK Indie Bookshop of the Month, Award 2014
Winner, IRC Indie Retailer of the Month UK Award 2014
Primary times Reader Star Award Dorset 2012

Wimborne Literary Festival 2016... in support of Wimborne Library
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Thursday 12th May 12:00 noon

KEN
LIVINGSTONE
BEING RED - A POLITICS FOR THE FUTURE
Livingstone’s new book, Being Red; A Politics for the Future, is the
second in the newly revived Left Book Club’s series of political books and a study of the left’s possibilities and limitations.
How should the left govern? In the wake of a huge surge of interest in
the Labour Party, Ken Livingstone serves up an insider’s account of the Party
and its future, at a pivotal moment in its history.
At a time when many are now looking to revive Labour’s potential, Livingstone has form. His
account takes us from the self-proclaimed ‘radical socialism’ of the Greater London Council, to
his controversial independent candidacy that saw him branded as ‘dangerous’ by the Blairites, to
the political battles against privatisation and pollution that characterised his time as Mayor. At
each point, he suggests possible lessons for those who would seek to follow, or improve, on his
achievements today.
Having spent years at the head of the GLC, serving two terms as London Mayor, and having gone
head to head with Boris Johnson, Being Red offers a clear-sighted study of the left’s possibilities
and limitations, with reflections on the current state of the Labour Party and a look into its future.
The Allendale, Hanham Road. Tickets £6

www.wimborneliteraryfestival.co.uk
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Saturday 14th May 2:00-3:00pm (children and adults)

Sunday 15th May 12:00 noon

TWO ARTHURIAN KNIGHTS TALES
with Troubadour Accompaniment

Celebrating 371 years of the

Join us this afternoon in the library, just a stone’s throw from
the medieval Minster, for two atmospheric Arthurian tales;
SIR GAWAIN AND THE GREEN KNIGHT: in which
Gawain takes on a deadly blow for blow challenge and has
his braveryand integrity tested to its limits
PERCIVAL; Percival grows up in the forest as a noble savage.
Hear how he becomes one of King Arthur’s chief knights.
Storytelling by Amabel Clarke and Jill Barr; musical
accompaniment by Tricksy Troubairitz (female troubadours)
The Library Crown Mead. Tickets £6 adults, £3 children

DORSET CLUBMEN
on BADBURY RINGS (A free event)

Join us for the first celebration of the gathering of the Dorset Clubmen where their historic
Covenant of Desires and Resolutions was read at Badbury Rings, by Thomas Young, attorney-atlaw; where there were present in early June 1645 “neere 4,000 armed, with clubs, swords, bils,
pitch-forkes, and other severall weapons”.

Saturday 14th May 3:30-4:30pm

BILLY BRAGG: A LOVER SINGS

Billy Bragg is one of Britain’s most distinctive and accomplished
songwriters, whose work has articulated the passions, both
personal and political, of Britain during the past five decades.
A Lover Sings contains over seventy of his bestknown lyrics, selected and annotated by the author.
‘Sexuality’, ‘A New England’, ‘Levi Stubbs’ Tears’ these are unadorned, poetic songs that skilfully
interweave everyday observation with much broader
concerns: of fairness and outrage, of generosity and love.
A Lover Sings reveals a unique sensibility: principled and
proudly of the Left, funny, forthright and tender. It is a remarkable collection.
Community Learning and Resource Centre, King Street.
Tickets £6
Saturday 14th May 7:00pm (Adult content)

MEDIEVAL TALES
with Troubadour Accompaniment

In this evening’s Storytelling event we hear the tale of SIR GAWAIN AND THE GREEN KNIGHT
in which Gawain takes on a deadly blow for blow challenge and has his bravery and integrity
tested to its limits; followed by the story of THE KNIGHT AND
THE LOATHLY LADY: “Gawain promises to do anything for his
king. To his dismay he is asked to marry a severely disfigured
woman. How will he cope?”
Storytelling by Amabel Clarke and Jill Barr; musical
accompaniment by Tricksy Troubairitz (female troubadours)
Gulliver’s Bookshop, 47, High Street, Wimborne
Tickets £6 to include refreshments
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The Clubmen were countryfolk who resented the ‘un-natural’ Civil War and had grown weary of
the battles between Cavaliers and Roundheads, and the depredations of the soldiers of both sides
which damaged their lands and ruined the crops. Few of them knew the merits of the quarrel
between King and Parliament but, armed with clubs, (from which came their name), pitchforks
and scythe blades, this motley collection of yeomen and farmers took issue with both sides. Often
generalled by clergy, they took a battering wherever they defended their land. Their only uniform
was a white cockcade and their banners were inscribed with the motto...

‘If you offer to plunder or take our cattle, be assured we will bid you battle.’
Monday 16th May 11:30-12:30pm

JANET SEAL: THE HISTORY, MYTHS
AND LEGENDS OF COLEHILL

There has been a myriad of books detailing
Wimborne’s history - and now it’s the turn of
Colehill’s past to be exposed.
Janet K L Seal, who has spent 25 years
researching the Uddens manor and the
history of Wimborne and the surrounding
area, has written The History, Myths &
Legends of Colehill.
She is the author of The King’s Chalice and The Curse of Kings.
Wimborne Library. Tickets £6
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Monday 16th May 2:00-3:00pm

10 STEPS OF A HEALTHY DIET

BARBARA COX:
RAINBOW
RECIPES
Barbara became passionate about the
importance of eating healthily during an eightyear stay in Japan, a country renowned for its
low levels of obesity, cancer and heart disease.
Through her consultations with customers
across the UK, Barbara advises people with
a range of concerns, including people wishing to lose weight, athletes training for
sports events or people who simply want to know what it means to eat healthily.
Barbara writes articles on health for various magazines and she is a major contributor to the
recently-released book Motorsport Fitness Manual. Her efforts have been recognised by the
business world, too, for she was voted the British Chamber of Commerce national winner
of Entrepreneur of the Year. Barbara has explained: “Whereas The Rainbow Diet was aimed
specifically at helping people beat cancer, Rainbow Recipes goes further by explaining the various
health benefits of a featured ingredient within each recipe. For example, its role in maintaining
a healthy heart, blood vessels, muscles, nerves and bones. As for the significance of colour, the
pigments that give fruit and vegetables their characteristic shade are antioxidants - incredibly
important biochemicals that neutralise disease-causing.”
The Church House, High Street. Tickets £6
Monday 16th May 3:30-4:30pm

HEIDI PERKS:
BENEATH
THE SURFACE
‘I don’t know where you are… I don’t know
what I’ve done…Teenager Abigail Ryder is
devastated when she gets home from school
to find her family gone. Nothing makes
sense. Things are missing from the house and
her stepsisters’ room is completely empty...’
Heidi Perks was born in 1973. She lives by the sea in
Bournemouth with her husband and two children. Heidi graduated from Bournemouth University
in 1997 with a BA (Hons) in Retail Management, and then enjoyed a career in Marketing before
leaving in 2012 to focus on both bringing up her family and writing.
She successfully applied for a place on the inaugural Curtis Brown Creative online Novel Writing
Course and after that dedicated her time to completing this, her first novel. She has a huge
interest in what makes people tick and loves to write about family relationships, especially where
some of the characters are slightly dysfunctional. Heidi is now writing her second novel.
In the Library, Crown Mead. Tickets £6
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Monday 16th May 7:00pm

SELF-PUBLISHING: DEBUNKING THE MYTHS

A talk/panel discussion/Q&A with Red Door founder Clare Christian and the authors Heidi
Perks, and Martin Granger talking about their experiences with traditional publishing services
as well as the Red Door model.

CLARE CHRISTIAN - Publisher

Clare is a highly experienced publisher and
past winner of the UK Young Publisher of
the Year award. She worked for number
of the larger publishing houses including
Hodder, Orion, John Wiley and Pearson
before co-founding The Friday Project
in 2005 where she published a number
of brilliant books including In Search of
Adam and bestselling non-fiction Blood, Sweat and Tea and
Confessions of a GP. TFP was sold to HarperCollins in 2008
and Clare stayed on until 2009 before leaving to offer publishing consultancy services under the
banner of The Book Guru. She has been developing Red Door alongside The Book Guru since
January 2014. You can contact Clare at: clare@reddoorpublishing.com
The Library, Crown Mead. Tickets £6
Tuesday 17th May
Poetry and Prose during the day in CANTINA with resident Festival poets

ANNA SCANNA and MIKE LAWRENCE

You will find accomplished performance poets Anna Scanna and Mike Lawrence
in Cantina for some impromptu poetry and verse... it’s different it’s fun and it’s
‘on the festival’...
Cantina is a charming and welcoming café delightfully situated in Church
Street, Wimborne serving a range of tempting cakes & brownies, inventive
sandwiches and sharing platters in addition to a superb range of fine coffees
and hot & cold drinks. In the warmer months you can enjoy coffee al fresco in
our chic furnished and covered courtyard.

Tuesday 17th May 11:00-12:00 noon

A GUIDED WALK... REVEALING A FEW
FACTS MYTHS & LEGENDS OF WIMBORNE

Join local historian Malcolm Angel for a walk and an
amusing talk on Wimborne’s fascinating, quirky and surprisingly
influential role in our own national history. Mighty kings,
warrior emperors, miracles, an extraordinary pope, a spot of
naughty dancing and the founding of the New World have all
been shaped by the hand of Wimborne.... not even Wimborne’s
name is what you think it is!
Meet on the Minster Green. Tickets £6
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Tuesday 17th May 1:30-3:30pm

SARAH
STEELE: WRITE AWAY
Be inspired to write prose, poetry and drama in a workshop suitable for
beginners and more experienced writers.
Sarah Steele works as a creative writing tutor for The Open University
and freelance, and is experienced at running workshops for all sorts of
writers - from complete beginners to those further along the journey
who have been published. She started and leads the local Wimborne
Writing Group. Using the pen name, Sarah Barr, her poems and short
stories have won prizes in national competitions and been published
in a range of magazines and anthologies. She was a Bridport Prizewinner for poetry in 2010 and
won the Frogmore Poetry Prize in 2015. Sarah is the profiled poet in ‘South’ poetry magazine
issue 43 which includes a selection of her poetry. Visit: http://www.sarah-barr.com
The Library, Crown Mead. Tickets £6
Tuesday 17th May 2:00-3:00pm

Professor RICHARD HANDY:

THE REICH DEVICE: FACTS FICTION AND THE HISTORY OF SECRET
WEAPONS TECHNOLOGY IN 1930’S GERMANY
Professor Richard Handy is an experienced writer and editor of numerous academic works of
non-fiction. His debut novel, The Reich Device, is an historical thriller about the rise of weapons
technology in the Third Reich. ‘Richard explains the real secret weapons technology and espionage
that was the inspiration for his novel’.
‘Professor Gustav Mayer trembled as equations flowed from his pen. His heart missed a beat.
If physics was music, then this was Mozart – thousands of atoms coming together to play the
Requiem - but only if you knew the rules. Newton gave us rules for dealing with gravity. Einstein
created rules for dealing with light. This was something different – a new set of rules that would
change the world, and the course of humanity for ever.’
In the Library, Crown Mead. Tickets £6
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Tuesday 17th May 3:30-4:30pm

DR.COLIN BEVERIDGE:
CRACKING MATHEMATICS AN UNRELIABLE HISTORY OF MATHS

Colin Beveridge can’t understand why
maths isn’t the most popular subject on
the planet, and spends his life trying to
make it so. After a PhD from St Andrews,
he worked on NASA’s Living With A Star
program where he came up with an
equation which is named after him. It’s
used to help save the world from being
destroyed by solar flares... so far so good.
He returned to the UK to concentrate on helping students come
to terms with maths and show that not all mathematicians are
boring nerds; some are exciting, relatively well-adjusted nerds.
He is a maths confidence coach for Flying Colours Maths, coauthor of The Little Algebra Book and the Maths for Dummies
series of books.
In the Library, Crown Mead.
Tickets £6 adults £3 children 16 and under
Tuesday 17th May 7:00pm

Professor RICHARD HANDY:

It’s a Small World - The Wonders of Nanotechnology
All new technology needs to deliver benefits to society whilst
also remaining safe for the environment and for human
health. Richard Handy has spent the last decade researching
and writing about the science of nanomaterials and how we
use them.
Nanotechnology is findings its way into every aspect of
our daily lives including our food, clothing, and household
goods; but it is also pushing the frontiers of science with
revolutionary new medicines, imaging technologies,
electronics, robotics, industrial materials, and synthetic
biology. Nanotech offers many potential benefits, but what
are the dangers of going down this ‘high tech’ road…
Richard Handy explains...
In the Library, Crown Mead
Tickets £6 adults (£3 children 16 and under).
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Wednesday 18th May 11:30-12:30pm

LISA JEWELL &
LUCY CLARKE
IN CONVERSATION

Novelists Lisa Jewell and Lucy Clarke focus on
their new books to illustrate their craft.
How do they choose their subjects?
What sparks their imagination?
And how do they go about writing their books?
Lisa Jewell is the author of 12 novels, all of which
have been Sunday Times bestsellers. Her first novel,
Ralph’s Party, was the bestselling debut of 1999
Lucy Clarke is the author of The Blue; A Single
Breath, and The Sea Sisters, a Richard & Judy 2013
Book Club read.
In the Library, Crown Mead
Tickets £6
Wednesday 18th May 2:00-3:00pm

MARK BLAYNEY: DOPPELGANGERS

Mark Blayney won the Somerset Maugham Prize for
Two Kinds of Silence. His story ‘The Murder of Dylan
Thomas’ was a Seren Short Story of the Month and he’s
published poems and stories in Agenda, Poetry Wales,
The Interpreter’s House, The London Magazine and the
delinquent. His second book Conversations with Magic
Stones was described by John Bayley as ‘remarkable... as
good as some of the best of Elizabeth Bowen’s, and praise
does not go higher than that.
In these slippery stories the truth and the possible weave
as unexpected lives, complicated minds and exotic spaces are
sketched in with nimble words and quick wit. Ghosts torment
from the past; future selves write back; the lost look about,
find themselves watched, are lead astray.
Between these pages you can never be
sure quite who you’ll meet next, but you
can be sure that you’re in safe hands. An
intriguing new collection from a writer
you’ll want to keep an eye on. ‘Mark
Blayney is a visionary - Victor Pemberton’.
The Library, Crown Mead. Tickets £6
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Wednesday 18th May 3:30-4:30pm

NICOLA CORNICK: HEROES & MYTHS
The appeal of the hero resonates
through history. From King Arthur to
George Best, from the troubadours to TV,
storytelling has embraced its heroes and
heroines. What is the universal appeal
of the hero? What do we look for in
those we elevate to hero status? What
happens when they fall?
In her novel House of Shadows, Nicola Cornick tells the story of a particular
hero, William First Earl of Craven, a celebrated 17th soldier whose name is now almost lost from
history. Examining Craven’s rise to fame and subsequent eclipse, Nicola talks about how hero
myths are created.
In the Library, Crown Mead. Tickets £6
Wednesday 18th May 7:00pm

COMEDY EVENING: MARK BLAYNEY
World’s First ABBA Life Coach

Sven is a man with a guitar and a dream. Once, he was the fifth member of ABBA - until
their manager decided that SABBA was not a good name for the band, and dropped him into a life
of obscurity.
Many years later, racked with guilt
and sensing an opportunity for related
merchandise, Bjorn Olbeyus tracks him
down. Knowing that today’s digital
age audiences demand more than a
biographical romp through silver outfits
and outrageous hair, Bjorn offers his
audience a complete life-coaching
session to fill up his contractually obliged
60 minutes.

Now you too can be
part of the dream...
Followed by
BISHOP BRAY
at 8:30pm
In the Library, Crown Mead.
Tickets £6 (for both events)
plus refreshments
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Thursday 19th May

NATURAL HISTORY DAY

In the Marquee - in
the beautiful grounds
of Deans Court

10:00-11:00am

EDWARD A. PRATT: The Wild
Flowers of The Isle of Purbeck,
Brownsea and Sandbanks

This field guide directs you to
precise localities where you can
see wild flower species in public
places and open access areas.
Over 1000 kinds are covered
and over 5000 plant sites
described, with a list of flowerrich localities, a calendar of outstanding displays
and help in telling similar species from their
look-alikes. The Reverend Edward Pratt is the
founding member of the Dorset Flora Group.

11:30am

CHRIS YATES: BBC2’s
A Passion for Angling

Chris Yates leads us on a stroll along the River
Allen that few have seen as it winds through the
beautiful private grounds of Deans Court
Chris Yates is an author and photographer but
most famously a fisherman. He was first inspired
by the discovery of a monster carp in his village
pond when he was five. Almost thirty years later,
he caught a fifty-one and a half-pound carp - the
biggest fish ever caught in England - using a
split cane rod at Redmire. He went on to write
about his experiences in books, in his own
magazine, in radio programmes and in the BBC2
series ‘A Passion for Angling’.

Thursday 19th May 7:00pm

IT’S TIME TO TAKE A BATH!
GONG BATH
in the grounds of Deans Court, Wimborne

2:00-3:00pm

JULIAN HIGHT: WORLD TREE
STORY - History and Legend of
the World’s Ancient Trees

Between 2007 and 2011 Julian travelled the
island of Britain photographing and gathering
history and legend of Britain’s ancient trees
for his first book for National Trust; Britain’s
Tree Story. Since that time Julian travelled
extensively to capture 100 magnificent trees
in 39 countries for his second book; World Tree
Story. Julian campaigns to save threatened
trees and ancient woodland and is an active
member of the Woodland Trust.
3:30- 4:30pm

A gong bath is a relaxing experience of listening to and journeying on the sounds
of gongs, singing bowls, drums and other instruments - an improvisational concert,
but not a performance. The intention is to promote well-being, relaxation and
healing. It is an immersion experience in sound.
Sit on a chair or lie down on a yoga mat to listen. Different instruments are played, with the
emphasis being on the 16 different frequency gongs. After about 40-45 minutes, gently return and
awaken from your journey and join us for tea and refreshments provided by Deans Court.
How does it work? Gongs produce an array of overtones and undertones when they are played.
It is unstructured sound in a musical sense but it is highly structured in the sense of physics.
The tones and overtones and overtones of overtones are like Phi spirals moving out in space,
interacting with our bodies’ systems. Every cell, organ and thoug ht has its own frequency; the
gongs allow us to interact with those frequencies. Different brain states can be accessed with the
gongs; research has shown that blood composition changes with gong playing. Sound Healing is
an exciting and expanding field that comes both from ancient practices and writings and from the
evolving edge of scientific research and experimentation. The gongs are played by Sarah Marten
and Joanie Solaini.
Everything is provided but bring what you need to be comfortable - and extra blanket and a
cushion for your head.
Contact: sarahemarten@gmail.com for further details. £15 per person.
Proceeds to the Friends of Wimborne Library.

STEVE TREWHELLA AND
JULIE HATCHER: Beachcombing
and the Strandline

The beach strandline is often
overlooked as a wildlife habitat
but is home to a unique
community of flora and fauna,
many found nowhere else. It is
understudied and under threat,
facing a variety of man-made
problems. You will hear comprehensive account
of the animals and plants that make up this rich
and ever-changing oasis of life in the otherwise
harsh environment of the beach. The more we
understand the delicate nature of the strandline
the more we can do to nurture and protect it.
The Marquee, Deans Court, Deans Court Lane. Tickets £5 each.
Please note Deans Court is a 3 minute walk from the Minster, Please use Town Centre car parks.
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Friday 20th May 11:30-12:30pm

FIONA CHAPMAN:

THE CHAPWELL METHOD The 7 keys to your success,
happiness and wellbeing

This book is for you if you are suffering from
stress, fatigue, over load or simply want to
get the balance or control back in your life.
You can easily and effortlessly learn how to - create a
focused, peaceful mind and live in the now - clear out those
negative thoughts, calm the chatter of the mind and install
positive, nurturing thoughts - trust yourself and tap into your
inner talents and wisdom - sweep aside the barriers that hold
you back.
These simple to follow techniques and exercises will show you how to easily build yourself up and
create more of what you want!
Fiona Chapman is the founder of the ChapWell Method and works as a transformational coach
and trainer. Fiona’s unique blend of hypnotherapy, neuro linguistic programming and other
wellbeing therapies accelerates your ability to create more of what you want in life easily and
effortlessly.
The Wesley Hall, Methodist Church, King Street. Tickets £6
Friday 20th May

THE MIZAR PLANETARIUM

Wimborne’s own travelling planetarium, operated by Bob Mizon MBE
FRAS of Colehill, will be in the Walford Room at the Community
Learning and Resource Centre, with shows at:
11:00, 12:00, 2:00, 3:00, 4:00 and 5:00pm.
Myths and legends of the night sky,
what to see in the sky tonight, and
a tour of the Universe’s wonders.
Booking in advance is essential at
01202 887084.
There will be a charge at the door of
£2 per adult & £1 per child (under 16).
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Friday 20th May 2:00-3:00pm

HUGH ASHLEY:

BOURNEMOUTH ENTERTAINS
Remembering Bournemouth’s
old venues and cinemas.
A Short History 1840-2015
‘Hugh Ashley has brought together information on just about
every cinema and live entertainment venue Bournemouth has
ever had. The result is Bournemouth Entertains, a short book
which begins in 1840 and goes up to the present day. Hugh,
whose father was the legendary Echo chief photographer Harry
Ashley, can claim to have worked in almost all the sizeable live
entertainment venues in the town...’ Darren Slade.
Allendale House, Hanham Road. Tickets £6
Friday 20th May 3.30 - 4.30pm

PHILIP WOMACK: THE DOUBLE AXE
Philip Womack is the author of four critically
acclaimed novels for children. He reviews for
Literary Review, The Guardian, The Spectator, The
Times Literary Supplement and The Telegraph, and
has written for many national newspapers and
magazines, and appeared on radio and television.
After a life-long passion for Classics, he teaches
Latin and Greek, and has lectured on mythology
for the How: To Academy. He lives in London with his wife, the
architect Tatiana von Preussen, and their lurcher.
Allendale House, Hanham Road. Tickets £6
Friday 20th May 7:00pm

TONY FINCHAM:
HARDY’S
LANDSCAPES
Tony Fincham, current Chairman of The Thomas Hardy Society, has
been exploring Hardy’s Wessex for the last thirty-five years. He
has previously published a series of guides to local footpath walks
and more recently Hardy the Physician, a medical interpretation of
Thomas Hardy’s life and works. Thomas Hardy’s Wessex is Tony’s
latest book. Tony works as a GP in rural West Kent, where he lives
with his partner Mary and Dalmatian William.
In the Library, Crown Mead, tickets £6
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Saturday 21st May 11:00-12:00 noon

MARTIN BROWN: HORRIBLE HISTORIES

Join Horrible Histories® illustrator Martin Brown for his action-packed show full of jokes, drawing
and fantastic facts. Martin will reveal secrets about illustrating the bestselling series and show the
audience how everyone can draw. Written by Terry Deary and illustrated by Martin Brown, Horrible
Histories ® has been filling children’s heads with foul facts since 1993. The series is also now a
BAFTA award-winning CBBC show and stage show, with over 60 books ranging from the Savage
Stone Age to the Terrifying Twentieth Century.
The Allendale, Hanham Road. Tickets Adults £4 (Children 14 and under £3)

Saturday 21st 1:30-2:30pm

SHAKESPEARE RATTLE AND ROLL

Shakespeare Rattle and Roll hilariously re-sets the songs
of Shakespeare into more familiar styles. Martin Dimery’s
solo performance marries the Bard with The Beatles, Bob
Dylan, The Stones, Elvis, the Sex Pistols and many more
as the Head of Classics Mr. Dimery (Formerly of “Peter,
Paul and Mr.Dimery”) conducts a ‘dumbed down’ school
detention.
Shakespeare Rattle and Roll has appeared at Stratford
upon Avon in the 450th birthday celebrations, and in the
Stratford Arts Festival. It has appeared at literary and comedy festivals throughout the UK and in
Germany, including St. Andrews; Wells; Sheffield; Bath, and in the West End at the
Leicester Square Theatre... and now he’s finally made it!
Shakespeare will play Wimborne in the Eight Arch Brewery, Stone Lane, Wimborne
Tickets £6
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Saturday 21st May 3:30-4:30pm

BRIAN BLESSED:
ABSOLUTE
PANDEMONIUM
There is no one quite like Brian Blessed. He’s an actor, film star, trained undertaker, unlikely
diplomat, secret romantic, martial artist and mountaineer. He will give a talk to mark publication
of his memoir, Absolute Pandemonium and will take the audience on a riotous journey through his
illustrious career.
Absolute Pandemonium is a funny, warm-hearted, life-affirming, LOUD and unique memoir
from a much-loved figure. He’s also a brilliant storyteller who will - and you must brace yourself simply leap out of the pages at you.
Ready? Then open Absolute Pandemonium and you’ll be taken on a riotous journey from his
childhood, growing up the son of a miner in Goldthorpe, to finding fame in Z-Cars. You’ll see Brian
falling for Katharine Hepburn on the set of
The Trojan Women, suffering wires strapped
round his wotsits as he was hoisted into
the heavens on Flash Gordon, almost
causing an international incident
when meeting the Emperor and
Empress of Japan, and winning
round George Lucas to get
the role of Boss Nass on Star
Wars Episode I: The Phantom
Menace... Dare I say that Brian
Blessed is a National Treasure?
The Allendale, Hanham Road,
Tickets £6
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Saturday 21st 11:00-3:00pm

JOHN BARCLAY:
POETRY A LA CARTE
on WILLOW WALK

A former company speechwriter for Marks & Spencer, John
took early retirement in 1999 and moved to Wareham. For
six years he wrote a light-hearted monthly column for the
Purbeck Gazette. In 2005 John brought out a collection of
poems called ‘The Blood of Others’.
He has won poetry slams in Poole and Bournemouth and
was ‘Poet in Residence for Poole Word & Book Festival’ in
2004. He has also written plays, sketches, comedy material,
song lyrics, newspaper and published a travel memoir
‘Surface Male - Round the World Without Flying’.
John is a member of Speakeasy Wimborne and played a leading part in preparing the reading
group’s recently published anthology of prose and poetry ‘Dorset Knobs’
Saturday 21st 10:00-3:00pm
The Wessex Bookbinders invite you to

During the Literary Festival week there will talks given in

WIMBORNE MINSTER’S CHAINED LIBRARY
Do you know the public libraries of Wimborne? There’s one in Crown Mead and
one in Colehill but the most surprising one and the oldest is in the Minster.
Given by Roger Gilingham in 1695 for the people of
Wimborne ‘the better sort’ the chained libraries is one
of the oldest public libraries in England. It was never a
lending library and all of the books are chained to the
shelves to keep them in the room so that most of them are
still there after over 300 years.
This year is the 350th anniversary of the Great Fire of
London of 1666 when half of the city burned down. The
chained library is displaying a book printed in 1667 for
those needing to replace their houses and shops. There
are suggested plans to give people ideas and to keep
those ideas within bounds are the estimated costs of
walls and roofs, staircases and windows priced to the last
penny! Why not climb our spiral staircase and see our
treasures, we love meeting people - both local residents
and visitors to our town.

MAKE
A BOOK!
If you have 30 minutes to spare why not come
along and make a book?
Drop in on the hour from 10am until 3pm and members
of The Wessex Guild of Bookbinders will help you make a
notebook to take away, or, just look in and learn a bit about
the ancient craft of bookbinding!
Allendale House, Hanham Road, Wimborne

Resident festival photographer:
HAYDN WHEELER

Resident festival artist:
MINNA HARVEY

Freelance photographer, Haydn Wheeler was born in
Wimborne and has lived in the town for most of his life.
He is predominately a current affairs photographer with
a special interest in protest movements and civil unrest.
Published in the quality news broadsheets, he also has a
large portfolio of work from the music industry; London
based, and has photographed the likes of Ray Davies,
members of The Clash, and Damon Albarn. At present
Haydn works for Songlines Magazine on the World Music
stage. He regularly photographs for Arts and Culture
events, mainly in London but also locally.

Minna Harvey trained at Bath Academy of Art with
subsequent distinctions in Fine Arts Diplomas at Shelley
Park under Brian Graham and Peter Joyce. She lives and
works in Wimborne Minster where she has been a Town
Councillor for 25 years and Town Mayor on 3 occasions.
Through a varied and prolific art, Minna records everyday
life in Dorset as well as its high days and holy days, with
pride and affection.

‘A unique portfolio of great photographs has been created
for the festival over the past few years by the acclaimed
photographer Haydn Wheeler - for this Haydn -and simply
for having you and Sheila as part of the festival team,
we are most grateful’.
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Usually recorded on the spot, her work retains its
spontaneity and atmosphere. Vigorous and versatile
regardless of format - canvas, collage or hinged panel
triptych, the results are the product of sound drawing,
vibrant colour, a bit of ingenuity and much thought.

“Beautiful, truthful and exciting: a real contribution
to the art of our time” Sven Berlin
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Gullivers
Bookshop
_
Since 1969

&

Westbourne
Bookshop
_
Since 1994

More than just bookshops!

BOOKS * MAPS

* JIGSAW PUZZLES *
JOURNALS & NOTEBOOKS
CALENDARS & DIARIES

EDUCATIONAL TOYS
CARDS & WRAP
GIFTS * GIFT TOKENS
ORDER YOUR

BOOK BEFORE
3PM AND COLLECT

NEXT Subject
DAY
to Availability
GULLIVERS BOOKSHOP

WESTBOURNE BOOKSHOP

47 HIGH STREET

65 POOLE ROAD

DORSET BH21 1HS

BOURNEMOUTH BH4 9BA

WIMBORNE MINSTER

WESTBOURNE

01202 882677

01202 768626

www.gulliversbookshop.co.uk

www.westbournebookshop.co.uk

info@gulliversbookshop.co.uk

info@westbournebookshop.co.uk

